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ABSTRACT
As the needs of humans are rising, the technology is also
growing tremendously, with the adverse necessity in day to
day life for the usage of latest technologies mobile phone
ranks top in the list. Such ubiquitous computing has several
benefits, which also saves a higher intensity of time. With the
increased connectivity facilities provided by the smartphones.
Every citizen tends to use those facilities. Therefore these
smartphones provide an ideal target for the hackers. The
giant operating systems so far popular among smartphone
users is ANDROID, which is an open source operating
system. The next flagging operating system is iOS. The
malware writers tend to code for android comparatively. Thus
these fly rocketing technologies must be targeted for their
safety rather than for their usage. This paper provides an
overview of the major reasons for threats in iOS and Android
operating systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The world is diverse and the needs are not limited, these have
created the computing. Rather than using standalone
computing, ubiquitous computing has become an ideal one
which makes people idle too. With the advent of mobile
phones, the communication has become a reachable resource
for the rural areas. The Android operating systems serve as the
top with more features. Since it’s an open source O.S every one
could purchase it on ease.
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Fig. 1: Graph showing usage of different operating systems
in 2018
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In the year 2018, about 68.71% of people are using android
O.S, 29.60% are using iOS, 0.30% of people are using windows
phone, and 0.06% are using Symbian. The iOS are costlier
compared with all smartphones since it is not a free source
operating system. But still, due to its best features, there is a
wide increase in the iOS usage in the current market.
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Fig. 2: Graph showing usage of different operating systems
in different years
From the above graph, it is observed that the Android O.S has
its peak in 2017 and has got down in early 2018. Thus the iOS
usage is widening. The below sections shows the reason for the
increased usage of iOS compared with the android.

2. THE ARCHITECTURE OF ANDROID OS
Android is an open source operating system, as it is built upon
Linux kernel it has achieved that property. Android is built with
the software stack comprising of applications, application
framework, libraries, Linux kernel. For providing the better
mobile application, each layer in the stack is tightly integrated.
The coding for Android is done in java.
Thus Android is an open source O.S with interoperability
feature, it provides a better way for the developers to design
their applications at ease of cost. This also reduces the overall
cost of the Android smartphone device in the internet world.
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Fig. 5: Number of apps in App store and Play store
Fig. 3: Android architecture

3. ARCHITECTURE OF iOS
The Apple operating system uses objective c language, which is
a superclass of Microsoft’s c. It is not an open source O.S. but
then the developers are eager to write coding for iOS is because
it’s easier to code than the above one. The figure below shows
the architecture of iOS.

There are several apps developed in both iOS and Android, the
above graph clearly depicts the number of apps in both OS
[10]. Developing apps in Android is easier compared with the
apple as android is an open source. The hackers mainly attack
android compared with apple, as Android is more widely used.
One of the main reason for the vulnerabilities is due to not
updating the O.S version, as the securities are increased
compared with the older version of the operating system. The
below chart shows the android O.S usage statistics, it’s clearly
identified that there are still users using older versions.
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Fig. 4: iOS architecture
The application is divided into layers, which represents the
logical section of the system. There are 3 layers and the top
layer which is the presentation layer is meant for the outlook
of the app. The next layer, Business layer performs processing
on data with respect to business rules. The data access layer
provides access to data by the user, the data are stored in the
back end.

4. REASON FOR THE VULNERABILITIES IN
ANDROID COMPARED WITH iOS
The Android app is written in Java using android studio which
is an open source. Developers can write their app and so there
is the greatest chance of vulnerabilities in Android
smartphones.
When an app is developed by an Android developer it’s
digitally signed and is uploaded to the play store. The
developers need not register with google play.
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Fig. 6: Android version usage statistics
The iOS older versions are being rarely used by the iPhone
users and hence it is also a reason for rare vulnerabilities
attacks on iOS. The below chart illustrates the usage statistics
of iOS. It’s observed that the Android latest version [January
2018] is only used by 30% of Android users whereas iOS latest
version is being used by 88% of iPhone users.
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There are no restrictions on android app development and
hence there are many third-party apps. There is no surety that
these apps never gathers end user data. There are few apps
which require unwanted resource permission rights in the user
device during the app installation. Thus there is a chance of
data breach by those third-party apps.
In iOS, for an application to be updated in the App Store there
is a testing process, once if the app gets verified by the expert's
team it can be uploaded in the App Store. Hence security is
greater than android O.S. Most of the apps in the App Store are
paid apps, it makes revenue for the testing.
The data in the iPhone are encrypted and hence it’s more
secure than Android, the main reason for the vulnerabilities in
android is due to the open platform.

5. CONCLUSION
The smartphones have a major impact on emerging works.
Instead of carrying computer the works are being done on the
handheld device. As the technology is skyrocketing due to the
needs of users the security and privacy are of prime concern.
In this paper, the review between Android and iOS are done for
evaluating the vulnerabilities in them. The apple as it’s a closed
platform provides data privacy and security compared with the
Android which is an open platform.
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